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Chapter 4 
Housing expenditure
plans

Section 2



2004 Spending Review
The 2004 Spending Review announced a modest real

increase in the budget for housing expenditure in

England. There were also real increases in the overall

devolved budgets for Scotland, Wales and Northern

Ireland, but it will be some time before the devolved

administrations resolve in detail how much of those

resources will be directed towards housing and

related expenditures.

Total housing (and related) expenditure in England

is set to rise from £5,911 million in 2004/05 to

£7,211 million in 2007/08. Housing investment is

set to rise from £3,556 million in 2004/05 to 

£4,656 million in 2007/08. The year on year

increases are shown in Table 2.4.1.

Unfortunately, it is not at all easy to compare these

provisions with earlier years, as the new provisions

are generally set out under the new ‘resource

accounting’ conventions, and the departmental

sections within the Spending Review do not show

equivalent figures for earlier years set out under the

same conventions.

It is not therefore possible to directly compare the

provisions of the 2002 and 2004 Spending Reviews,

or readily ascertain why the levels of housing

investment for 2004/05 and 2005/06 set out in the

2004 Spending Review are some way below the level

of provision made in the 2002 Spending Review. 

One feature of the resource accounting conventions

is that capital grants to the private sector (including

for the time being housing associations) are now

met from the resource budget, rather than the capital

budget. Those provisions are, however, included in

the housing investment figures in Table 2.4.1

Prudential borrowing 
2004/05 also sees the commencement of the

prudential borrowing regime for local authority

housing in England, Scotland and Wales. This

replaces the old capital control system, and with it

the arrangements for granting ‘credit approvals’.

One consequence of this change is that is has not

been possible this year to extend the established

tables in the Review that show levels of central

government provisions for housing capital

investment, as they are not now structured in the

same fashion.

The essential element of the new regime is that

councils may borrow under the prudential

guidelines on the basis of their financial capacity to

service those loans from rental income (and in

some cases from housing subsidy provided for that

purpose). However, this plays out slightly differently

in England, Wales and Scotland so these are

considered in turn below.

England

Housing investment on the council housing stock

will continue to be met in part by the Major Repairs

Allowances (MRAs) that have been a feature of the

subsidy system since 2001/02, by the direct use of

rental income and the application of ‘useable

receipts’. However, instead of borrowing against

credit approvals councils will now borrow on the

basis of the prudential guidelines.

This is not a sudden new freedom to borrow. The

housing revenue accounts for local authority

housing remain within the grip of a tight

redistributive national policy framework, despite

the abolition of the arrangements requiring councils

to apply any ‘notional’ surpluses towards the costs

of housing benefit.
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Table 2.4.1 Provision for housing expenditure in England in the 2004 Spending Review 
£ million

2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08

Housing 5,505 5,844 6,002 6,296

Other housing 407 564 649 915

Total 5,911 6,408 6,651 7,211

Of which

Housing investment 3,556 3,992 4,179 4,656
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In this context the ability to borrow is now in very

large measure determined by the structure of the

housing subsidy system. In formal terms, ‘Credit

Approvals’ are now replaced by ‘Supported Capital

Expenditure (Revenue)’ allocations. The new regime

does provide authorities with some flexibility at the

margins to free up additional resources to support

borrowing under the prudential regime. The

prudential rules do not, however, permit the use of

the main element of MRAs to support borrowing.

At the same time 2004/05 has seen the introduction

of new regional arrangements for determining the

local allocation of capital resources, and those

arrangements enable the Regional Housing Boards

to make recommendations to the Secretary of State

regarding the distribution of housing capital

resources between local authorities and housing

associations. 

Under transitional provisions councils were

guaranteed to receive no less than 70 per cent of the

allocation they would have received on a formulaic

basis. However, 26 debt free councils in the south of

England agreed to surrender their allocations so that

they could be re-allocated to Registered Social

Landlords in their areas. 

While it is difficult to comprehensively track the

interaction of these combined changes it may

nonetheless be noted that the latest forecast for local

authority housing capital expenditure is that it will

rise to £3,945 million in 2004/05, as shown in 

Table 2.4.2

Although outturn figures on total housing

investment are readily available, it is still sadly the

case that ODPM have not yet managed to resolve

difficulties with data showing the detailed

distribution of housing investment as between

different areas of housing policy. So once again this

year it has not been possible to update

Compendium Table 62 in the Review. 

Wales

Wales has also moved to a prudential borrowing

regime this year, and at the same time has

introduced for the first time Major Repairs

Allowances into the housing subsidy system. For

2004/05 the estimated costs of MRAs in Wales is

£108 million.

As in England the new regime involves the abolition

of credit approvals, and there will be some scope at

the margins for councils to order their affairs so that

they can increase borrowing under the prudential

regime. However, as in England, Welsh councils

remain subject to a tight redistributive subsidy

system, and the main determinant of their ability to

borrow is set by the relevant element of the annual

subsidy determinations.

Wales has also seen the formal end of the subsidy

link with housing benefit, but in the Welsh case an

anomaly in the devolution funding arrangements in

effect means that councils are still required to

generate surpluses to cover the reductions to the

Welsh Assembly budget that resulted from the

ending of the housing benefit link. This anomaly

was discussed in more detail in the Another fine mess

article in last year’s printed version of the Review.

Nonetheless, the latest estimates show a welcome

rise in council housing investment in 2003-04, with

a significant increase in the levels of funding

Table 2.4.2 Local authority capital expenditure by service
£ million

Service 1999/00 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05

Housing 2,406 2,779 3,110 3,828 3,461 3,945

Education 1,139 1,533 2,064 2,287 2,749 3,193

Transport 1,086 1,410 1,877 2,461 2,400 3,297

Other 2,281 2,386 2,690 2,932 3,552 4,909

Total 6,912 8,109 9,741 11,508 12,162 15,344

Source: Local Authority Capital expenditure and Receipts England 2004-05 Forecast, ODP.
Note: Figures for 2003-04 are provisional; figures for 2004-05 are forecasts.
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provided through local council resources (rental

income and capital receipts). The forecasts for 2004-

05 are for a further substantial increase in investment

to £264.1 million (Compendium Table 76). This is

particularly welcome following the relatively low

levels of housing investment in the initial post-

devolution years in Wales.

Scotland

The prudential borrowing regime has also been

introduced in Scotland this year, but in a very

different financial context. Scotland does not have a

redistributive financial subsidy system of the kind

that has operated for more than a decade in England

and Wales, as the 1989 legislation that introduced

those systems never extended to Scotland. 

Many Scottish councils also have relatively low levels

of housing debt, and in 2003-04 very few councils

were in receipt of housing subsidy, other than in

respect of hostels. In recent years Scottish councils

have already used that financial strength to support

very substantial levels of investment directly from

rental income (Compendium Table 82).

Under the new prudential regime Scottish councils

have the freedom to bring forward increases in

investment levels by applying that rental capacity to

secure prudential borrowing instead of utilising it

directly to fund capital spending on a pay-as-you-go

approach. This opens up the possibility of a far more

significant increase in levels of housing investment in

Scotland under the prudential borrowing regime than

is the case in either England or Wales. 

While any increase in council borrowing will still

count as public spending it will not count against

the ‘Department Expenditure Limits’ set for Scotland

in the 2004 Spending Review. Rather, prudential

borrowing counts against the ‘Annually Managed

Expenditure’ (AME) component in government

expenditure plans (see Compendium Table 16b),

and the ‘AME Margin’ provides a measure of

flexibility in coping with unplanned increases in

AME expenditures.

Where next?
The new prudential regime in England and Wales is

unlikely to have a very marked impact on the

financial prospects for councils, and the financial

pressures to consider stock transfer to secure

adequate funding for investment in stock

refurbishment and improvement will remain in

place. By contrast, in Scotland the new regime may

provide many (but not all) councils with a viable

financial alternative to stock transfer.

The whole rationale for stock transfer could,

however, be undermined by the consequences of the

EU ruling that housing associations should be

considered as public sector bodies for the purposes

of EU procurement legislation (as discussed in

Commentary Chapter 1).

There would be some logic in the light of that ruling

for housing associations also to be defined as public

sector bodies for the purpose of national accounts.

The issues are essentially the same in both cases. The

EU ruling was primarily based on the extent of the

powers of the Housing Corporation (a government

quango) to regulate and manage the affairs of

associations.

It is a matter for the Office for National Statistics

(ONS) to consider whether, in the light of the EU

ruling, housing associations should be considered

part of the public corporate sector, rather than the

private (non-profit) corporate sector. If they do so

decide the implications for housing investment

policy will be profound. Housing association

borrowing would then count as public spending in

the same way as council borrowing.

This would challenge not only the financial rationale

for stock transfers, but also the financial rationale

for housing associations to be the predominant

vehicle for the delivery of new affordable housing.

Only PFI schemes would then continue to be

classified as private finance. It would be no

exaggeration to say that in this eventuality

government would have to rethink its housing and

related financial policies from first principles.

Radical changes would certainly follow; but they

could go in very different directions.
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